Introduction
Geometric description of the mold cavity surface is the basis for subsequent correlation algorithms, such as the treatment of the dynamic contact boundary, the interference of mould from grid cell in the discrimination of grid distortion and evaluation of cavity that is filled with metal or not, etc. Three-dimensional mold cavity surface is smoothly reconstructed with various space curves. Therefore, the appropriate surface description method must be chosen to describe the mold cavity surface accurately.
In the plastic processing, the mold cavity is usually linked by a number of different surfaces smoothly and gradually, including the surface that can be analytically described (sphere, cylindrical surface, conical surface, plane, etc.) and free-form surface. Now, there are many descriptive methods for mold cavity surface, such as grid method, algebraic method and NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) method. The grid method is a descriptive method for discrete surface, make continuous mold cavity surface disperse into many triangle strips or quadrilateral in space. The surface is replaced approximately with space plane. Obviously, the more discrete patches there are, the higher the discrete precision is. But the traversal algorithm and the searching process is complex. So this method can be applied to the mold cavity surface that changes gently. NURBS surface has strong modeling function, and almost describes all types of space surface accurately. What is more, it is easy to provide interface with CAD/CAM system.
The Characteristics of NURBS Surface
NURBS method belongs to free curve and surface modeling method in geometric modeling technique. It has been developed from Coons curves and surfaces that has imperfect modeling ability, Beizer curves and surfaces, B-spline curves to non-uniform rational B-spline NURBS. NURBS method is based on the non-rational Beizer method and the non-rational spline method. NURBS surface has the following characteristics:
(1) Provide unified digital presentation for standard analytical shapes (such as taper surface, quadratic surface and revolving surface) and free-form surface.
(2) Change shape flexibly by control point and weighted factor; (3) The non-rational B-spline curves, the rational and the non-rational Beizer curves are special cases of NURBS.
Geometric Description Method of NURBS Surface

NURBS Surface Geometric Description
Three-dimensional surface that is defined by the control vertexes
and its corresponding weighted factor ij  can be expressed as the following rational fraction:
is the B-spline basis function of order k in the u-direction;
is the B-spline basis function of order l in the v-direction.
The denominator is not zero in order that the curve do not become a point because of the weighted factor, so the weighted factors corresponding to four corners of control vertex grid are positive. That is:
Other weighted factors are negative:
Linear Stretching Surface. Linear stretching surface is formed by moving a NURBS curve S(u) along the direction parallel to vector D. The NURBS is expressed as:
The known control vertex and weighted factor of the curve S(u) are Ruled Surface. Given two curves that have the same knot vector and order number, ruled surface is the surface generated by connecting line segments between corresponding points, one on each given curve. The NURBS is also expressed as formula (4) .
If the control vertex and weighted factor of the two boundary curves S 1 (u) and S 2 (u) are 
It is similar to the linear stretching surface that the knot vector in u-direction for the ruled surface and the knot vector of boundary curve S 1 (u) are the same. The knot vector in v-direction is
. When the two boundary curves do not have the same knot vector and order number, the degree that is lower can be increased to the same degree of other curve by using degree elevation formulas, the control point can be inset to make the sequence of knot of both curves are the same. It should be noted that the ruled surface appear distorted when the two curves have different direction. Scan Surface. Scan surface is the surface generated by moving a section curve S(u) along the direction parallel to other reference axis T(v). The NURBS is also expressed as formula (1). If i V and i  are control vertex and weighted factor of the k-order curve S(u) respectively, i V and i  are control vertex and weighted factor of the l-order curve T(v) respectively, and those of the scan surface are:
The Inverse Evaluation and Fitting of NURBS Surface
In the engineering, when mold cavity surface is constructed, in addition to the requirements that the given control point fits surface, in many cases, it also requires the constructed surface to go through the known point. The essence of this problem is interpolation. Based on control grid vertex, the inverse evaluation of NURBS surfaces is other points on the control grid are got by surface fitting. When the control points on NURBS surfaces are evaluated inversely, surface equation can not be used directly because the calculation of solving linear equations is too large, and the most popular method is to make the inverse evaluation of surface translate into that of curves in the two parameters direction. First, the inverse evaluation of curve in a parameter direction (e.g., v-direction) is applied, n+1 control polygon consist of m+1 middle control points
Then, those middle control points Q ij can be used as point on the parameter line in u-direction, and we can evaluate m+1 control points in u-direction to get control
Conclusion
NURBS method has been widely used for the surface geometry of mold cavities, but it still has the following weakness:
(1) Need more storage space and processing time than general curve and surface definition method;
(2) Cause shape distortion when weighted factor is not properly chosen; (3) The intersection algorithm is complicated, because it is smoothly reconstructed with many small curved surface （C 2 continuous）. Research shows that it is the most general to create the curve by NURBS method, so it is the most effective to describe the mold cavities surface when free-form surfaces and analytical surfaces coexist on the surface of mold cavities.
